Abstract: Emission from diesel trucks such as Nitrogen Oxides causes severe air pollution. However, direct regulation on trucking companies for their use of diesel trucks typically falls out of the jurisdiction of local governments. A legislative alternative is to regulate other sectors that prompt diesel truck usage in the local region, called indirect emission sources. The first of such regulations is Southern California’s Rule 2305, the Warehouse Indirect Source Rule (ISR). Passed in May 2021, the ISR holds local warehouses responsible for the diesel truck trips to their facilities through a mitigation fee. The goal of the ISR is to incentivize warehouses to hire electric semi-trucks to improve air quality and thus public health. Motivated by this new policy, we explore the environmental impact of the ISR and the industry burden that it introduces, compared to a hypothetical direct source rule (DSR) that regulates trucking companies. We find that ISR can indeed lead to higher adoption of electric semi-trucks than DSR, especially when the mitigation fees for diesel truck trips are small. However, using the mitigation fee collected from warehouses to subsidize trucking companies’ electric semi-truck investments, a current practice of the ISR, can backfire and reduce industry adoption of electric semi-trucks. Interestingly, depending on the distribution of truck trips’ distances, a higher mitigation fee for using diesel trucks can also lead to lower adoption of electric semi-trucks. Finally, we explore the practical implications of the ISR using real warehouse data from Southern California.
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